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Abstract—Reliability is one of the most important characteristics of the system quality. It is defined as the probability of failure-free operation of system for a specified period of time in a specified environment. For micro-processor based systems, reliability includes both software and hardware reliability. Many methods and techniques have been proposed in the literature so far to evaluate and test both software faults (e.g., Mutation Testing, Control Flow Testing, Data Flow Testing) and hardware faults (e.g., Fault Injection). In this paper, we present a survey of proposed techniques and methods to evaluate software and hardware reliability, and we study the possibility to explore them to evaluate the role of the software stack to evaluate system reliability face to hardware faults.

Index Terms—Dependability, Faults, Fault Tolerance, Fault Injection, Software testing

I. INTRODUCTION

Reliability is one of the most important characteristics of the system quality. It is defined as the probability of failure free operation of system for a specified period of time in a specified environment [1]. Reliability is of primary importance in embedded systems and systems dedicated to safety critical applications such as avionics, military, aerospace and transportation. System reliability has become an important design aspect for computer-based systems due to the large set of different failure sources for the system components. Each component composing the system is susceptible to specific type of faults coming either from the inside or the outside of the system. We differentiate two categories of faults, as presented in figure 1: software faults, and hardware faults.

- Software faults [2] represent faults that the programmer may introduce at the design level, i.e. at the specification, which means that the product does not meet the customer requirements, or in the implementation level, such as bugs in the source code such as coding errors or bugs.
- Hardware faults represent physical faults that may occur on the hardware subsystem, caused by effects such as physical manufacturing defects, environmental perturbations (e.g. radiations, electromagnetic interference), or aging-related phenomena.

The hardware and software layers interact in such a way that hardware faults may propagate through the different system layers to the software layer, as presented in figure 1. The fault propagation may impact the correct software execution of the application leading to software failure, e.g., data corruption, abnormal termination or application hang.

Thus software failures are not only caused by software faults, but they are also results of hardware faults [3]. Some reports show that approximately 20% to 30% of total software failures have as cause pure hardware faults [4] [5]. This is the example of the Mars Polar Lander system failure [6], which was caused by a software fault induced by a hardware fault. The lander was not able to settle the legs into their deployed position, which is a hardware fault, and it gave a wrong order to turn off engines in the air of Mars, which is a software fault. The system crashed and the entire mission failed.

Thus, as shown in figure 2, system reliability includes both software and hardware reliability. To study the overall system reliability, we have to evaluate the reliability of:

- The software components with respect to software faults
- The hardware components with respect to hardware faults
- The software components with respect to hardware faults

Thus, as shown in figure 2, system reliability includes both software and hardware reliability. To study the overall system reliability, we have to evaluate the reliability of:

- The software components with respect to software faults
- The hardware components with respect to hardware faults
- The software components with respect to hardware faults

Many methods and techniques have been proposed in the literature targeting software faults (Software testing e.g., Mutation Testing [7], Control Flow Testing [8], Data Flow Testing [9]) and the hardware faults (e.g., Fault Injection [10]). However, few techniques propose an evaluation of hardware faults
by analyzing the overall system from a high level perspective. This evaluation is extremely important because it enables to be independent from the target hardware architecture and it could be applied to any type of hardware system. In addition, it would permit to evaluate the reliability in an early design stage of the system, i.e., when the information about the hardware architecture is not fully specified.

In this paper, we present a survey on the proposed techniques and methods for software and hardware reliability evaluation, and we study the possibility to explore them to evaluate the role of the software stack to evaluate system reliability with hardware faults.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents three famous techniques to evaluate the software reliability: mutation testing, control flow testing, and data flow testing. Section III gives an overview of techniques for hardware reliability evaluation: fault injection. Section IV compares the previous presented techniques and introduces some possible solution to evaluate the system reliability in an early design stage.

II. SOFTWARE RELIABILITY

Software reliability is the probability of the software failure-free for a specific period in a specified environment [11]. The software failure are due to incorrect logic, incorrect statements, incorrect input data, or misinterpretation of the specification that the software is supposed to satisfy in the design. Software reliability is the field of software development that is related to testing and modeling the software ability to function correctly. Software testing [8] is one of the most important part of the software development life cycle and software reliability evaluation. It represents the process of program verification with the aim of detecting and correcting errors (i.e., bugs). It is used in every stage of the development cycle, and comprises more than 50% of the time required for software development. The goals of software testing are the verification whether the software is faithful w.r.t. the specification requirements, the improving the software quality, and the reliability evaluation.

In this section we present mutation testing, control flow testing and data flow testing, as famous techniques for software testing.

A. Mutation Testing

Mutation testing [7] is a fault-based software testing technique used to assess the adequacy of a test set in terms of its ability to detect software faults (i.e., to perform a software faults grading). The main idea underlying its principle is a slightly modification of the original program in order to obtain a faulty program behavior. Faults used by mutation testing represent mistakes that programmers can make during the implementation or the specification of the program.

In this section, we present the process of mutation testing, its application, and the limits of the technique.

1) Generic Process of Mutation Analysis: The process of mutation analysis is represented in figure 3. Starting from a program $P$, it generates a set of faulty programs $P'$ called mutants, which are created by applying a set of mutation operators to the original source program at a specific location. Researchers exploited different mutation operators for different types of programming languages. For example, in case of imperative languages, we cite statement deletion; statement duplication or insertion; replacement of expressions, arithmetic operations, boolean relations of variables.

After building the mutant set, test sets $T$ are supplied to the program. In particular, each test set is first used with the original program $P$ to generate the golden results. Each mutant $P'$ is run with the test set $T$. If the produced result of running $P'$ is different from the one of $P$ for any test case in $T$, then the mutant $P'$ is said to be ‘killed’, otherwise it is said to have ‘survived’. In order to improve the test set $T$, additional tests may be provided to kill the surviving mutants. Mutants that can never been killed, are called Equivalent Mutants. They are syntactically different but functionally equivalent to the original program. To concludes on the quality of the input test set, the mutation score is calculated as the ratio of the number of killed mutants over the total number of non-equivalent mutants. In order to have a test set that is sufficient to detect all the faults denoted by the mutants, the mutation score should raise to 1.

![Fig. 3: Process of Mutation Analysis.](image)

2) The Application of Mutation Testing:

- Software Testing

Mutation testing is used for the black box testing and the white box testing.

The black box testing is mainly a validation technique for the design level to test how much the program responds to customer requirements, when the source code may be unavailable during testing. At the software design level, specification mutations are generated to target faults that the programmer may make in the program specifications or models.

The white box testing is a validation technique for the software implementation level to test the program source code. It targets the faults that the programmer may make in the source code such as coding errors or bugs [7]. Program mutation is applied to imperative programming languages, such as C and Fortran, object-oriented programming languages, such as Java,
C++ and C#, and aspect-oriented programming languages. At the software implementation level, program mutation is applied to both unit level and integration level of testing. Unit testing is a software testing method where individual units of source code are tested to determine whether they are correct for use. Integration testing is the phase in software testing where individual software modules are combined and tested as a group. This step occurs after the unit testing and before the validation testing.

- **Hardware Testing**

Mutation testing has been successfully used in software testing for the design debug. It has also been proposed as a testing technique for hardware systems described in HDL [12] [13]. It is used for hardware design validation.

3) **Cost Reduction Techniques:** Although the efficiency of mutation testing to assess the quality of a test set, its main disadvantage is the high computational cost for executing a big number of faulty programs. For mutation testing, many cost reduction techniques have been proposed. They are divided into three types: ‘do fewer’, ‘do faster’, and ‘do smarter’ [14]. The first solution consists on reducing the number of generated mutants without a significant loss of test effectiveness. Some example techniques [7] are mutant sampling, mutant clustering, selective mutation, and higher order mutation. The second solution consists on avoiding interpretive execution of the same program. Some example techniques [14] are mutant schema generation, and separate compilation approach. The third solution consists on optimizing the mutant execution process by executing only the mutated portion of the program not the whole mutant program such as mutation technique [14].

**B. Control and Data Flow Testing**

Control and data flow testing [8] [15] are software testing techniques, which are typically very effective in validating design, decision, assumptions, and finding programming and implementation errors in the software. They are white box testing techniques, since they exploit the analysis of the source code. They aim at checking the internal logic and structure of the program to guide the selection of test data. In control and data flow testing, the internal perspective of the system and the programming skills are investigated to design test cases for the target program.

The process of generating these test cases in control and data flow testing is represented in figure 4. Starting from the program source code P, it generates the control or the data flow graph. Then it selects paths to satisfy a selected criteria, as it will be explained in the next subsections. If the selected path is not feasible by the test case, the path conditions have to be solved in order to produce test input for each path.

1) **Control Flow Testing:** Control flow testing [8] [15] is a structural testing strategy that exploits the program control structure to develop the test cases for the target program. The test cases are developed to sufficiently cover the whole control structure of the program, which is represented by the control flow graph of the program.

In control flow testing, the control flow graph is constructed as follows: the node corresponds to a code segment, i.e. a set of program statements, the edge from one node to the other corresponds to flow of control between code segments, and a unique entry node and exit node. The control flow testing criteria include statement coverage, predicate coverage, statement coverage. Statement coverage means executing individual program statements and observing the output. 100% statement coverage means that all the statements have been executed at least once. Predicate coverage is achieved when all possible combinations of truth values of the conditions affecting a path have been explored under some tests. Branch coverage means executing a path that contains the branch. A branch is an outgoing edge from a node in a control flow graph. 100% branch coverage means selecting a set of paths so that each branch is included on some path.

Control flow analysis can be performed at different levels including unit testing, integration testing and system testing. In the literature is shown that this technique is able to catch about 50% of all bugs during unit testing [15]. In addition, it is more effective for non-structured code (code constituted of a sequence of ordered commands or statements), which introduces basic control flow concepts such as branches and jumps, rather than structured code (code that extensively uses subroutines, block structures and loops), because most bugs can result in control flow errors that could be caught by control flow testing.

2) **Data Flow Testing:** While control flow testing is based on the control structure of a program to develop the test cases for the target program, data flow testing [9] is based on the program data flow relations. It studies the flow of data across the software application by monitoring the life cycle of a piece of data and carrying out the correct definition and usage of variables inside a program until their ultimate use to produce output values. Data flow testing permits to identify potential bugs and code anomalies which may lead to incorrect execution of the code. It allows to detect more faults in a target program comparing to control flow testing.

Data flow testing can be performed in static or dynamic way
Mutation Testing

Good controllability of the
No human effort to analyze
Physical Faults
Slow time execution and re-

[16]. Static data flow testing does not consider the program execution, it only analyze the source code statically. However dynamic data flow testing is performed by the results obtained by analyzing the code execution.

In data flow testing, the data flow graph is constructed as follows: The node corresponds to the definition and the computation use (c-use) of a variable, the edge from one node to the other corresponds to the predicate use (p-use) of a variable, the entry node has a definition of each edge parameter and each non local variable used in the program and the exit node has a non definition of each local variable. The data flow testing criteria include conditions on the definition, the predicate and computation use of the variable, such as all-definition, all-uses, all-p-uses, all-c-uses.

III. HARDWARE RELIABILITY

Hardware reliability is the probability of hardware failure free for a specific period in a specific environment. The hardware failures occur in the different system component of the system (e.g., processor, memory, peripheral). They are caused by material deterioration, random failures, design errors, misuse or environmental effects. They can occur even if the system is not under use. The hardware failures can lead either to abnormal hardware or software behavior.

Many techniques and methods are proposed to improve the hardware reliability by studying the hardware faults in a very low level [17] and without considering the target software components.

Fault injection [10] is a powerful and useful technique to evaluate the reliability of the systems under faults. It is based on the realization of controlled experiments in order to evaluate the behavior of the systems in the presence of artificial faults. Hardware fault injection injects physical faults (e.g., bit flip fault, stuck at fault) in the real target system. It uses external physical sources to introduce faults into the hardware system. This technique permits to access some locations that are not easy to access by other techniques [18]. However it is very expensive in term of execution time and used hardware. It may damage the system and it is difficult to control the inject time and location.

IV. ANALYSIS OF HARDWARE FAULTS IN SOFTWARE LEVEL

Hardware faults can be the cause of software failures [3]. Thus to evaluate the system reliability, the propagation of hardware faults to the software components of the system should be considered. Although several studies [3] have been proposed in the literature to accomplish this feature, most of them are hardware dependent and need detailed information about the hardware architecture. The main goal of our work is to evaluate system reliability in a very early design stage of the system, i.e. when the hardware architecture is possibly not yet defined. In this section we compare the previous presented techniques and we explain how we can explore them to achieve our goal.

A. Mutation Testing versus Fault Injection

In table I, we present a comparison between mutation testing and hardware fault injection. The two techniques are based on the fault simulation and they offer a good controllability of the system behavior. However both of them do not respond to our objective. In fact, we need to study the role of the software stack to evaluate the system reliability face to the hardware faults caused by effects such as physical manufacturing defects, environmental perturbations (e.g. radiations, electromagnetic interference), and aging-related phenomena, in a very early design phase of the system, i.e. when the hardware architecture is possibly not yet defined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faults</th>
<th>Fault Injection</th>
<th>Mutation Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fault Location</td>
<td>Target hardware, i.e. Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)</td>
<td>Target source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Slow time execution and requirement knowledge of the target hardware architecture</td>
<td>High computational cost of running all mutants against a test set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>No human effort to analyze output</td>
<td>Human effort involved to check equivalent mutants and the content of output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Good controllability of the system</td>
<td>Good assessment of the quality of the test set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mutation testing could not be a suitable technique because it evaluates the quality of a software tests in terms of its ability to detect software faults. However our objective is to evaluate the software behavior in terms of its ability to detect hardware faults. Hardware fault injection technique deals with hardware faults but the evaluation is done in a low level, which requires to know the architecture of the target hardware, the information that could not be available in the early design stage.

B. Virtual Instruction Set Fault Simulator

Based on these limitations, the idea is to keep (1) the high level evaluation of the mutation testing technique and (2) the considered faults of the hardware fault injection technique, to build a new software fault injection environment. The simulation environment injects models of hardware faults in a high code level of the software independently from the target hardware.

In order to model the software independently from the target hardware, and to be able to simulate the software models of hardware faults, the approach could be based on a Virtual Instruction Set Architecture (VISA). The concept of the software virtualization ensures the possibility to make complex analysis of the software applications without previous knowledge of the actual ISA [19].

The approach permits to inject a set of software fault models into the VISA code level of the application, and to observe the outcomes on the software layer. The considered software fault models represent the effect of the real hardware fault
on the software application (e.g., an operand of the VISA instruction changes its value, which is a result of a Single Event Upset (SEU) in the data of the ISA or in the memory sequent storing the data of the program, or an opcode in the instruction of the VISA is misused, which is a result of a SEU in the opcode of the ISA). This method permits to reduce the cost of the hardware fault injection techniques in term of the execution time and damaged material, as well as the human effort involved in mutation analysis. It is based on the creation of mutants, as for mutation testing, from the effect of the hardware faults by seeding software changes into the original program.

The proposed approach permits to evaluate system reliability for computer-based systems, without requiring a predefined hardware platform, and with a significant reduction in the simulation time compared to standard simulation-based fault injection techniques, while keeping efficient results in term of reliability evaluation. Although the efficiency of this method, its main disadvantage, which is also a problem for mutation testing and fault injection, is the high computational cost for executing a big number of faulty programs.

C. Possible Solutions

In this subsection, we propose some possible solutions that could be handled as future work.

One idea is to combine the fault injection process with the fault analysis to decrease the number of fault simulations per experiment. This consists on systematically analyzing the target application and carefully selecting a set of faulty program to be simulated. The selection is based on a technique named fault pruning [20]. First, all the possible faults that can impact the application are enumerated. Then, by referring to a fault-free execution trace, subsets of faulty programs are build. Each one is constituted from the faults that are equivalent to each other and the faults that propagate through similar code sequences. These faults behave similarly in the program and generate the same outcomes. Finally, only one faulty program per a given subset is simulated. The outcome of the simulation will be the same as all the faulty program in the same subset. This method permits to reduce significantly the cost of the big number of executed faulty programs while keeping a good accuracy compared to a full fault injection simulation [20].

This technique could easily be applied on the proposed Virtual Instruction Set Fault Simulator, depending on the fault model:

- Misuse of an opcode in the instruction of the VISA
  In the fault injection process of this fault model, we start from statistics about how an opcode can be switched to another one. The statistics provide the percentage that a given opcode is transformed to an other one. Starting from this information, we can apply the fault pruning technique. For example, assume that the opcode ‘add’ switch to ‘store’ with x%, switch to ‘load’ with y%, and switch to ‘mul’ with z%. Thanks to only one simulation of a faulty program, where we switch an ‘add’ to ‘store’, the outcome is a compilation error, i.e. a crash. Thus we conclude that the fault switching an ‘add’ to ‘store’ results to a crash outcome whatever its location in the program, so there is no need to simulate all the faulty program where this fault is injected. However when we simulate a faulty program, where we switch an ‘add’ to a ‘mul’, the result depends on its location in the program, so this fault do not propagate with a similar manner in the program. In this case, all the faulty program with the fault switching an ‘add’ to a ‘mul’ should be simulated.

- Value change of an operand in the instruction of the VISA
  To apply the fault pruning technique to this fault model, we can make use of the data dependency graph, as for data flow graph (explained in section II). As a simple example, assume we have the following instruction:

  %A = add i32 %B, %C

The data dependency graph of this instruction is represented in figure 5. Analyzing this graph, we see that the variable %A is dependent from the variables %B and %C. Thus injecting a fault (bitwise xor between the correct value and a randomly selected bit) into the variable %B or %C leads to the same outcome as injecting the same fault into the variable %A. So there is no need to simulate the faulty program on the variable %A. However, this theory depends on the dependency relationship. For example if, instead of the addition, we have a multiplication, and the value of the variable %C is 0, then injecting a fault on %B will not be propagated to %A. It also depends on the type of the variable (i.e. the injected fault). It is valid when we have integer, floating point or vector, but it is not all the time valid when we have a pointer.

Fig. 5: Data Dependency Graph for %A = add i32 %B, %C

To conclude, we can apply the fault pruning technique either on the data or on the instructions, in order to decrease the number of simulated faulty programs.

V. Conclusion

Reliability is a key decision for system design. System reliability includes software reliability and hardware reliability. In this paper we presented a survey on techniques and methods used to evaluate the software reliability regarding software faults such as coding errors or bugs, and the hardware reliability regarding the hardware faults such as physical faults on the target hardware.

One important step in the system reliability is to study the propagation of the hardware faults to the software level in an early design stage. In this paper, we compare the previous presented methods, and based on them we propose some
possible solutions to evaluate the software reliability in an early design phase.
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